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Introduction

1. Relation to the literature. The question of the finiteness of the modular

covariants of a system of forms and cogredient points is one that arises natur-

ally at this time in view of the fact that the modular covariants of a system

of forms and no cogredient points have been shown recently to be finite, t

where the term finite has the customary meaning attached to it in covariant

theory, and still more recently a fundamental system of modular covariants

for two cogredient binary points and no forms has been found, t

The present paper is limited to the binary case, although the writer has

made considerable advance in the case of ternary forms and one cogredient

point.

2. Definitions. Let /i, ■ • •, fi be any system of forms (homogeneous

polynomials) in the arbitrary variables x0i, £02 with undetermined integral

coefficients taken modulo p, where p is any prime. Let Ci, C2, • • • denote

the coefficients arranged in any order.    Under the transformation

2

T0: xoi = 2~2Ujx'oj    (mod p) (* = 1, 2)
j=i

with integral coefficients, let/,- become the form fi and let c\,c2, • • • denote

the coefficients of /¡, ••-,/', corresponding in position to Ci, c2, •• -, re-

spectively. Let (Xki, Xki), k = 1, • • ■ , n, be transformed cogrediently

with xoi, £02 > that is by the transformation

2

Tk: xki =^2Ujx'kj    (modp)   (i = 1, 2; k = 1, ■■■, n).
3=1

A rational integral function

K(ci, c2, • • •; «oij «a» • • • > xni; x02, Xu, • ■ ■, xn2)

* Presented to the Society (Providence), September 8, 1914.

t Dickson, these Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 299-305.
t Krathwohl,   American   Journal   of   Mathematics,   October, 1914.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. «9 431
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with integral coefficients taken modulo p is called a modular covariant of the

points (Xki, xk2), k = 1, • • •, n, and the forms /i, ■ • ■ ,fi if, for every

transformation Tk (k = 0, 1, • • • , n),

"\"u "ü ' " ■ ) -f-oi > •''îi, ' ' ', xni', x02, xl2,        , xn2)

m \Uj|" K (ci, Ct, ■ ■ ■ ; a-oi, Xn, • • • , a;„i; a;02, a:i2, • • •, a-n2 )     ( mod p )

holds identically in cltc2, ••■; x'n, ■ ■ ■ , x'nl; x'02, ■■■ , x'„2 after xol, ••■ ,xnl,

Xo2, • • • , Xni are eliminated by means of the congruences Tk(k =0, • • •, n)

and c\,c2, • • • are replaced by their expressions in terms of Ci, c2, • • • . The

exponent p is called the index of K.

In this paper we establish the

Theorem. The set of all modular covariants of any system of forms in x0i, x02

and the cogredient points (xki, Xki), k - 1, • • •, n, is finite in the sense that

they are all rational integral functions, with integral coefficients taken modulo p,

of a finite number of covariants of the set.

Professor Dickson has obtained the special case of this theorem where there

is a system of forms but no cogredient points.* We extend his method of

proof to secure the proof of the theorem as above stated.

3. Method of proof. In bare outline the proof of the theorem consists of

two parts. First it is shown that for any modular covariant Ki of the forms

and the points there exists a modular covariant K\ that has the same leader

(defined in § 6) and the same index as Ki has and that is a polynomial in

covariants from a definite finite set S of modular covariants of the forms and

the points. By taking the difference of Ki and K[ we obtain a new covariant

K2 for which we can build up K'2 by the same method as that used on Ki and

by the use of the same set S. The second part of the proof consists in showing

that the repetition of this process a finite number of times on any given co-

variant Ki leads to a covariant Km where Km is such that Km — K'm = 0.

Thus it follows that Ki = 2J=f K\ and therefore is expressible as a poly-

nomial in covariants from the set S.

To carry out this method in detail we establish in § 4 a lemma which is an

extension of the lemmaj used by Professor Dickson in the case he considered.

In § 5 we prove the theorem for n not greater than 1 and in § 6 we give the

proof where n is any finite positive integer, including the value n = 0.

* Dickson, loe. cit. Professor Dickson secures his theorem for forms in any finite number

of variables.

t Dickson, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 35 (1913), pp. 414-

415.
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Finiteness of the Modular Covariants

4. Lemma.    Any set S of functions of the type

(1) F = xl" x\l • • • x'n"    ( e 's integers gO;e0gei, • • •, e0 j=t e»)

contains a finite number of functions Fi, ■ • • , Fk such that each function F of

the set S can be expressed as a product Fif where f is of the form (1), with the

same property of the exponents, but is not necessarily in the set S.

For the moment designate the possible relations

d — e¡+i = 0,        d — e,+i <0 (i = 1, • • •, n)

between the exponents of F as decreases and increases, respectively. Since

the e 's of F occur in a definite order, indicated in (1), the order in which

the increases and decreases of a given F occur is unique. The functions

F of S can be classified into sets Sj (j = 1, • • • , t; t ^ n !) such that func-

tions from no two sets will have their increases and decreases occurring in the

same order, while the increases and decreases of functions in the same set

occur in the same order.

Let Sfc be one of the sets Sj, say the one in which there are no increases.

It is evident that the functions of any set Sj can be written in the form of the

functions of Sk by a substitution which amounts to a rearrangement of the

x 's.    Write the functions Fm of Sk in the form

nin^iT («M-i-o).
j=o L t=o    J

Make the substitutions
j

(2) uz» = ys,       ej - ej+i = tj U = 1, ••-, n)
¿=0

on the variables and the exponents of F(k), respectively. We thus have a

set Sk of functions
n

<pm  =Tíy'' («'s integers ^0).
j=o   J

There exists* a finite number of functions <p(f (i = 1, ••-, h) belonging

to the set Sk such that any function d>w of the set Sk may be written

<A(i) = 4f?f,
where

n

(3) / = 17V' (a's integers ̂0)

and i has some one of the values 1, • • • , h.   Transforming (3) by the inverse

* See reference last cited ; also Gordan,   Journal   de   Mathématiques,   ser. 5,

vol. 6 (1900), pp. 141-149.
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of (2i), we have

/ = LTzyW'-

The lemma thus holds for the set Sk and similarly for each one of the t sets Sy;

hence it holds for the set S.

5. One cogredient point. We make use of the known* rational integral

modular covariants

Pi = a^i a;i2 — xa xpa (i = 0, 1 ),

Qi -xTlXi2~iXilX^ = ^\-"+Xii() «-0,1).

M = a;0i a;i2 — x02 xu.

The covariants P, and M have the index — 1, while the Qi are absolute, f

As any covariant is the sum of covariants that are homogeneous in each

pair of variables separately, it is sufficient for us to consider covariants of

the type K ( x0i, a;02, xn, xu ) of total degree co0 in a;0i, £02 and of total degree

coi in a-ii, a;i2. If one of the co 's is zero, we have the case which Professor

Dickson considered.

We shall call such a covariant K a regular covariant of the forms and the

cogredient point if it has neither of the a;i2 ( i = 1, 2 ) as a factor, while we

shall call it irregular if it has either one of these variables as a factor or both

as factors. Any irregular covariant is the product of L'0 L[ ( s, t = 0, 1, • • • ;

s and t not both zero) by a regular covariant, sincej any covariant that has

the factor xn has the factor Pi. We need, therefore, to consider only regular

covariants.

Let K be such a covariant and let it be of total degree coi in the two variables

Xn, xu (i = 0, 1 ).    We write K in the form

(4) K =x?1tT,SJxkJrixÍ2 +Xii()    («i2»t;i,i-0,l;j+i),

where at least one S,- is not zero.    We rewrite (4) in the notation

(5) K = 8xf1 ¡e£ xkc2 + ■■■    (8 - 8t, A - «, B + C - «»),

where B is the highest exponent which Xki carries in a term containing x*x.

Denote the set of all regular covariants (5) with a fixed leader S and

A = a,       B = b,       C = c        (modP)       (P = pî-p),

* Dickson, The Madison Colloquium Lectures on Mathematics, pp. 35, 37. M is an algebraic

covariant.

t Of index y. = 0.
% Dickson, The Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 35.
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where each of the numbers a, 6, c is at least zero and is less than P, by

[S, a, 6, c]i. The number of such sets is finite since a, b, c are limited in

value and the number of sëminvariant leaders S is finite. These leaders are

finite because each S is a polynomial in the coefficients c¿ of the forms and thus

all exponents can be reduced to p — 1 or less by use of Fermat's theorem.

All covariants belonging to the same set S have the same index p. By means

of the Lemma (§4), we may select from the set [S, a, b, c] a finite number

t of covariants

(6) Kh = Sxiix*ix% + ■■■ +xi2() (Ä -1, ••-, <),

such that for any covariant (5) of the set [S, a, b, c] it is true that

A^Ah,       BmBh,       C^Ch,       A-Ah^C-Ch

( for some value =i t of h ).

But A and Ah (and likewise for B and Bh, C and Ch) are congruent to a

modulo P; thus any covariant of the set [S, a, b, c] has the form

K = SxnA*+»p XkiB*+vP xk2c"+wP + •■■ («ä»),

where u, v, w are positive integers or zero and h is some one of the integers

1, •■■,t.

From the absolute covariants Qi, Qk, Mp, and the covariant Kh, we con-

struct a covariant of the same index as K and having the same initial term as

K, and see that the difference

K' = k - KhqrwQlMwP + ■■•

will be a covariant either irregular or with the leader

S' a£ xB[ x?t     (A^B' + C, B' <B,OC).

If K' is an irregular covariant, take out the factors L¡ that occur and call

the quotient K".   If K' is regular, call it K".   Hence

K =ti(Li,L2,Qi,Q2,M,Kh,K"),

where \pi is a polynomial in its arguments.

Arrange K" in the form (6) and repeat for it the reduction process used

on the regular covariant K. Whenever the exponent B in one of the regular

covariants, say Z(e), is zero, the next step in the process gives an irregular

covariant with the factor Xi2, thus allowing a reduction of the degree in xa

and xa by the removal of the factor i¿. If we let Kh (h = 1, • • •, r) serve

for all sets [S, a, b, c] a,s Kh ( A = 1, ••-,<) served for the particular one,

we see that every covariant K may be expressed as

K =tm(Ki, ■■■,Kr,Li,L2,Qi,Q2,M),
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where \pm is a polynomial in its arguments and is linear in the Ki, • • •, KT.

6. Case of n cogredient points.    We use the Li and the Q, of § 5 with i = 1,

• • • , n.    In addition to these we use the known modular covariants

Mik.n = a-ii a;?2 — xi2 x%\    «, k =0, •••, n; i + k).

As in § 5 so here also we need consider only those covariants of the forms

fi, • • ' ,fi and the cogredient points (xki, xk2), k = 1, ■ • ■ , n, which are

homogeneous in each pair of variables separately.

We shall call such a covariant a regular covariant if it has none of the

¿•,2 (i = 0, • • • , n) as factors, while we shall call it irregular if it has one or

more such factors.    Since any irregular covariant is the product of

II Pî' (Si = 0, 1,  •••; atleastonesi #0)
i=o

and a regular covariant, we need to consider only regular covariants.

Let K be such a covariant and let coi be the order of K in Xa, x& . Each xn

will occur in at least one term of K with an exponent equal to the order co,-.

There exists some co,-, say coo for convenience in notation,* such that coo = coy

( j = 1, • • • , n ). Write K with those terms leading that contain the factor

a;"", the order of these terms being such that the sums of the exponents of

the factors Xu in them occur in the order of the decreasing natural numbers.

The order among themselves of those terms for which such sums are equal

is arbitrary. Denote the first term of K so written as the leader. By the

help of zero exponents where necessary, write the leader of K so that every

variable except a;o2 appears in it notationally as a factor. Arrange these

factors in the ascending order of their subscripts so that we have

n n

(7) -K = Sn^uIIa^ + •••     Mo = wo, Ai + Bi = t«, uoScoi).
i=o        y=i

Denote by

(8) [S, Co, oi, • • • , o„; bi,bi, • • • , bn]

the set of all covariants (7) with a given seminvariant leader S and with

Ai = ait       Bi m bi    (mod X) ;       X = pn+1 (p - 1),

where each a,- and each bi is at least zero and less than X. The number of

sets (8) is finite. All covariants (7) belonging to the same set (8) have the

same index p.   By the Lemma (§ 4), there exists a finite number of covariants

(9) B*-8TL*i?TLafr + ~- <*-l, —.0
i=o        y=i

belonging to the set (8) such that the leader of any covariant (7) that belongs

* It is only slightly more cumbersome to carry the argument through for w,.
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to set (8) can be expressed as the product of the leader of some covariant of

(9) by/, where/is of the form (7), with the same property of the exponents,

but has no factor S.    Thus we may write

(10) K = S fi XiiAi*+«x f[ xj2B'"+q''x + ■■■.
1=0 j=l

Therefore

/-(n*Rlla?i)
\ i=0 j=l /

(çoSÇi,  ••■ , Ço^înJ îoSîi,  ■■■, qo^q'„).

By the aid of zero exponents where necessary, let each variable except 2-02

appear notationally as a factor in/. Arrange the factors xi2 of/ in the order

of decreasing exponents. The order among themselves of those factors xa

whose exponents are equal is arbitrary. Arrange the xa factors in the same

order as their corresponding xa 's.    Write / thus arranged in the notation

/=(^n^n<>)x.

This may be written

/ = T a«-*'*, TJ x% ( x0i xhl2 )q'»-q'^ ( Xn xhl2 x^Y*-«'**
L »=i    '

• • •  («oi • • • *a..,2)**»-1 *'*»(«oi • • • Xhni)"'>"

We now build up the absolute covariants

pr = Qï-r IL M&:* + ■ ■ ■ dsrs»),
k=kl

which we may write in the form

pr = »oí n xhti
L        t=Ai J

From the absolute covariants Qo, Qht, Pr, and the covariant Kh, which is

one of the covariants (9), we construct a covariant of the same index as K

and having the same initial term as K so that it follows that the difference

K' =K-Kh Q^-^p- JJ Qy" ft P*V*Vi ( q'hn+l = 0 )
<=1     *• r=l      r

will be a covariant either irregular or with a leader that can be written in

the form (10). If K' is irregular, take out the factors Z¿ that occur and

call the quotient K".    If K' is regular, call it K".   Thus we have

K =4>(Li, ■■■,Ln,Qi, ■■■,Qn,Kh,Pi, •••,Pl)
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where h is one of the values 1, • • • , t and ^ is a polynomial in its arguments.

Arrange K" in the form (10) and subject it to the reduction process used on

the regular covariant K, thus obtaining a regular covariant KaV). After a

finite number of repetitions of this process, we obtain either an irregular

covariant or a regular one, say P(3), for which the sum of the exponents of

the factors Xn (i = 1, • • •, n) in its leader is less than the like sum for the

leader of K. After repeating the process a finite number of times from this

point, we obtain either an irregular covariant or one, say Km, for which the

sum of the exponents of the x,i ( i = 1, ■ ■ • , n ) factors is zero. The next

repetition of the reduction process reduces the exponent of xoi and gives an

irregular covariant with the factor P0 which, when removed, still further

reduces the degree of a;oi •

If we let Kh ( h = 1, • • •, r ) serve for all sets (8) as Kh ( h = 1, • • • , t )

served for one of them, we see that any covariant of the binary forms/i, • • • ,fi

and the n cogredient points is a polynomial in Ki, •••, KT; Li, • • • , Ln;

Qi, ••• ,Qn;Pi, •■• ,Pn, linear in Kx, ■■■ , Kr.

The covariants Pr are polynomials in Q0 and Mok, n • It is of interest to

note that by means of the recursion formula

M0k, „ = QI"" Mok, „_! - Zi"-»*-2 Mo*, „_2 (n > l),

we are able to express any Mok, n as a rational integral function of Mok, i,

Mokt o, Qk, and Lk, linear in the Mok¡ i, Mokt 0- It follows that any co-

variant K of the binary forms and the n points may be written as a poly-

nomial in P"i, ■■• ,KT;Li, ■■ ■, Ln;Qi, ■ • ■ , Qn; Mn, i, ••• , Ito, i; M0i, o,

• • •, Mo„, o, linear in the Ki, • ■ • , Kr.


